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April 6,1992
RBG- 30705
File Nos, 09.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Enclosed is Gulf States Utilities Company's Special Report concerning a seismic
triaxial response spectrum recorder at River Bend Station. This report is
submitted pursuant to River Bend Station Technical Speci0 cation 3,3.7.2 and

,

6.9.2.

Sincerely.

|
'

W.H. . cli .(
Manager - Oversight
River Bend Nuclear Group

LATdPDG/JPS/DCH/RLS/kym

ec: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011

|

L NRC Resident Inspector
P.O. Box 1051

| St. Francisville, LA 70775
|

INPO Records Center
1100 Circle Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064

Mr. C.R. Oberg

I(,Public Utility Commission of Texas

| 7800 Shoal Creek Blvd., Suite 400 North
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Austin, TX 78757 %
9204130214-920406
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On 3/12/92, seismic triaxial response spectrum recorder 1ERS-NBR2D was
removed from service in order to implement modification request (MR)
92-0003. This modification was to revise the annunciation actpointo to
provide an alarm at 100 percent operating basis earthquake (OBE) and
100 percent safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) in accordance with NUREG-
0654. During the effort to implement this modification, it was
discovered that several of the individual accelerometers in 1ERS-NBR2D
were missing parts. Following its last calibration, the instrument was
returned to service on 12/16/91. Therefore, it is likely that the
parts have been missing since that time. Since this instrument cannot
be considered to have been operable from 12/16/91 to 3/12/92, the 30-
day action statement of Technical Specification 3.3.7.2 has been
exceeded. GSU's evaluation of this condition revealed that a special
Report was required pursuant to Technical Specification 3.3.7.2 and
6.9.2 on 3/26/92. Therefore, this report is submitted within 10 days '

from that date.

11WEDlIGAT191!

River Bond uses Engdahl Enterprises model RSR 1600 triaxial response
spectrum recorders. Each recorder consists of 3 individual recorder
units each having 16 indivi6:al accelerometers (48 total). The 3
recorder units are arranged with one recorder unit monitoring seismic
activity in the north / south direction, a second recorder unit
monitoring east / west seismic activity and the third recorder unit
monitoring vertical scismic activity. The 16 individaal
accelerometers record the magnitude of seismic activity at prescribed
frequencies ranging from 1.0 HZ to 32.0 HZ. Seismic recorder 1ERS-
NBR2D monitors seismic activity at the reactor building mat elevation
70'.

The misoing parts in lERS-NBR2D are listed below: .

Recorder Unit SN-678:.

Accelerometer #1 had mechanical weights installed backwards.

Accelerometer #5 was missing its damper assembly.

Accelerometers #12, 33, and 14 were installed without their
mechanical stops.

Recorder Unit SN-680:.

Accelerometer #2 was not installed level and leveling
washers were missing.

,

Accelerometers #4 and #10 were installed with damper parts
missing.

The missing parts are believed to have been erroneously omitted during
previous calibrations in an attempt to make coarse calibration
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adjustments to satisfy the individual accoloromotor calibration
requirements. This instrument was last calibrated and returned to
service on 12/16/91. A lack of familiarity with 50 calibration of
this equipment by personnel is the cause cf the iission of components
and installation orrors.

QQRRECTIVE ACTIQH

The triaxial responso spectrum recorder, 1ERS-NBR2D has boon repaired
by the replacocont of the missing parts or comploto replacement of
individual accoloromotors. The revised annunciator sotpoints por MR
92-003 havo boon implomonted and the instrument was recalibrated. The
instrument was declared operable on 3/24/92.

Prior to the discovery of this condition, GSU had developed a training
program to familiariro maintenanco personnel with the calibration and
maintenanco of the trinxial responso spectrum recoruors, as well as
other seismic instruments at RBS. This trairing is specialized
training for instrumentation and control (I&c; technici u Yho
classroom portion was hold for the first timo during the k n
3/30/92. Also included is an on-the-job training (OJT) portior .11ch
requires the technician to completo a supervised surveillance tent on
those instruments prior to qualification for that task.


